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ABSTRACT 

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is a progressive degenerative disease in which the nerve cells that control 

voluntary muscle movement are destroyed. Globally, the annual incidence of ALS is about 1.9 per 100,000 people, with 

similar rates in the Caucasian population and lower rates in African, Asian, and Hispanic populations. We show that the 

incidence of this deadly neurodegenerative disease will increase by 69% over the next 25 years, and that this increase is 

primarily due to an aging population and accidents. Most ALS patients in developing countries lack financial means of 

communication. In the end they are losing the fight against the ALS even if they don't have the skills available. They may 

find it uncomfortable to ask others for help frequently, such as sending or receiving messages or making phone calls. The 

plug in that we are creating helps ALS patients communicate without assistance in facebook and instagram live just by 

blinking using super imposition based augmented reality. Blinking makes it easy to type and send messages. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

The field of augmented reality (AR) is simply rising for quite a decade, however, the event and progress 

within the past few years have been exceptional. the fundamental purpose of AR systems is to enhance user perception and 

act with the real world by combining the real world with 3D virtual objects that appear to exist within the same area because 

of the world. Designers produce inputs, from audio to video, graphics to GPS overlays, and a lot of, digital content that reacts 

in real-time to changes within the user's surroundings, movement is typical. Amid the proliferation of information assortment 

and analysis, one among the most important goals of augmented reality is to focus on specific features of the physical world, 

enhancing the understanding of these features and Intelligent and accessible data extraction will be applied to real-world 

applications.  
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This massive information will facilitate inform the business higher cognitive process and higher perceive 

client spending habits, among alternative things. smartphones are most likely one of the primary objects that we frequently 

use for augmented reality; AR works by using processed simulation and techniques like image and speech recognition, 

animation, head-mounted, hand-held devices. The display show environments to add up a virtual display on a real object and 

surroundings. After all, omnipresent present. Augmented reality is dramatically swapping the mobile improving the game. 

Specifically, it's revolutionizing the approach customers interrelate with promoting campaigns, products, and brands.  

Product-focused brands will showcase their product with a 360º view supported by augmented reality and 

interactive expertise wherever customers will attempt to. Service brands will produce AR guides of their key services, 

showing customers precisely how much they get before committing. However, over time, as we glance around and take a 

more in-depth look, we tend to see that augmented reality is spreading elsewhere also. Note that this definition of AR isn't 

restricted to specific display technologies, like Head Mounted Monitor (HMD). it's additionally not restricted to sight. AR has 

the power to apply use all senses, like touch, hearing, etc. Some AR apps additionally need the removal of real objects from 

the surroundings to add virtual objects. several recent papers extend the definition of AR on the far side this time of view, 

however within the spirit of the initial survey, we tend to outline an AR system to share the subsequent properties: 

1) Combining real and virtual, during a real setting

2) interrelate in real-time

3) Recorded in 3D

Registration refers to the proper alignment of real and virtual objects. without correct registration, the 

illusion that virtual objects exist within the real surroundings is seriously compromised. Registration may be a troublesome 

matter and an object of constant study. 

Superimposition-based mostly AR provides an "alternative" view of the item of interest, either swapping the 

whole view with an improved view of the thing or replacing a part of the object's view with an augmented view or enhancing 

the view. In this case, again, object recognition logically plays a very important role, if the appliance does not recognize what 

it's observing, it certainly cannot replace the initial view with the new one. within the developing countries, the count of ALS 

patients is increasing day by day and people want some way to speak with others. The project that we've developed helps ALS 

patients to chat with different people without any difficulties. 

2. MOTIVATION OF THE RESEARCH

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), a neurodegenerative disease. In patients with ALS, the gradual death of the 

nerve cells of the brain and spinal cord that control the voluntary MOVEMENT will cause the weakening of the muscles 

within the entire body. most of the people with ALS develop difficulties in talking. it always starts as irregular stress and 

stumbling of words, occasional and delicate slurring of words, but it becomes more serious as time goes by. the ground finally 

became tough for others to know and also the individuals with ALS usually think about other communication technologies to 

communicate. In most developing countries, ALS patients were bereft of subtle communication techniques because of 

financial reasons. once their ability to talk decreases, it usually ends up in a personal disappointment and their confidence is 
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also decreased. Because of slow, and tough speeches in managing tunes, height and speed of voice make patients tough to 

mention. They lost the battle at ALS that never had a technology beside them. the main goal of this project 1) is to assist ALS 

patients to communicate easily with no problem and without the assistance of others to convey the message 2) reduce stress 

and loneliness by facilitating them by participating in help group chats and video calls 3) to assist them to communicate a lot 

of with others and live through this illness. These very little things can help the person live longer than the common ALS 

patient ought to live. 

3. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Numerous approaches have been made by the researchers to solve this problem using various methods This 

segment presents an summary of such combinative methods that emphasis on enlightening the overall outcomes accuracy. 

Fusheng Wang and Xiaojun Bi  developed EyeCanDo, an iOS app for iPhone and iPad with Apple's TrueDepth 

camera system that creates a detailed 3D map of the user's face. This technology enables the development of this new ALS 

eye-focused assistive software product, allowing patients to use their eye movements and visual attention to control smart 

devices. indoors (such as lights or thermostats), listen to music, type, send messages, and more. While ALS patients often 

develop gradual weakness that spreads to all muscle groups, eye movement is often limited. This, coupled with the 

widespread use of iPhones and iPads, offers a unique opportunity to provide vision-based technologies to help patients 

without relying on specialized hardware. 

Nithin NS published a paper titled ROAR. With an intuitive user interface and eye gesture-based navigation, Roar 

allows ALS patients to communicate using only their smartphone, with no prior training required. Roar uses a collection of 6 

categories, each containing 5 words or emojis. As soon as the effect detects a face, a list of words or emojis of a specific 

category will be displayed.  Patients can flip through the different words or emojis of a particular category just by blinking. 

They can cycle through different categories by simply closing their LEFT or RIGHT eyes for 1 second.  To communicate a 

specific word or emoji, the patient must close both eyes for 1 second.  This will display the confirmed word or emoji inside 

the green rectangle  at the top and also play a sound. 

Friedman has published a paper of BeSeeEye. The goal of the project  is to establish an easy-to-use, low-cost 

communication device that can be operated with facial gestures. Patients with advanced ALS  still continue to control  facial 

muscles and are expected to be able to perform certain facial movements. Our approach complements eye tracking-based 

solutions  and provides options for patients to communicate with blinks, eyebrow gestures, and even smiles. There may be 

other ways to detect such facial gestures, but these devices are convenient, easy to carry, and relatively inexpensive, so they 

are consumer EEG devices (dry electrodes and wireless communication). Equipped with) is recommended to be the best 

option at the moment. 

Ivo Vieira presents a paper that aims to take the first step towards leveraging the EyeSpeak product as an 

augmented reality interface to other assistive hardware and software  technologies. EyeSpeak is the first  augmented reality 

product with vision tracking for the ALS community. Its main advantage is that it can be used in any position/orientation 

since the screen is always in front of the user. Currently, its main function is to communicate, browse the Internet and  use 

Android applications installed in the controller. EyeSpeak can be used as an interface to control TVs, room lighting, 
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wheelchairs and other devices. The objective of this project is to perform the first step of this longterm objective by 

configuring a remote desktop connection to a Windows based PC using the Click2Speak assistive software. 

4. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

The degeneration of motor neurons in ALS eventually leads to their quietus. When motor neurons die, the brain's 

ability to initiate and control movement is lost. As voluntary muscle activity is gradually affected, people may lose the ability 

to speak, eat, move, and breathe. With an intuitive user interface and eye gesture-based navigation, "ALS" allows ALS 

patients to communicate using only their smartphone, with no prior training required. They can use this effect in Facebook 

and Instagram Lives. 

For creating this effect we use Spark AR studio, Spark AR is a studio tool from Facebook that allows users to 

create their own AR effects for mobile. Instagram is the perfect medium to spread AR to the masses by using AR effects. AR 

on Instagram has enormous potential as a marketing tool, Because of this, businesses have a lot to gain from jumping in 

early, learning the ropes, and finding inventive ways in which to create and share their own branded AR experiences on 

Instagram Stories. initially launched in 2017, Facebook continues to feature capabilities to the platform – not a long ago, 

adding analytics for Instagram and Facebook campaigns. Compatible for Mac and Windows, the AR platform is similar to 

tools like Sketch or Photoshop – only this is often for augmented reality. 

We use the Interaction Patches available in the Spark AR studio to make this effect work.Use interaction patches to 

discover gestures from the person make use of your result and create one thing happen as a result. There are several 

interactive patches available some of them are used to detect Movements like blinking and nodding Facial Gestures like 

smiling and making a surprised face and Screen interactions like tapping and pinching the screen 

We Use the blink patch to make this effect since this patch is used to Makes something happen when the user 

blinks their eyes. We Can use this patch for several things like developing Ar blinking game, AR effects, etc.., 

This effect has a simple user interface that will contain two options, word, and keyboard, in the word section we 

have predefined words and the keyboard has all the alphabets in order. This effect allows ALS patients to type with just the 

blink of an eye, and this is achieved with a completely new keyboard layout. The layout contains 10 rows, each containing 3 

keys. Patients can move through different rows by simply blinking LEFT or RIGHT. From a selected row, the patient can 

select a specific key by simply closing the LEFT or RIGHT or BOTH FACE for 1 second. The ALS effect uses a collection of 

6 categories, each containing 5 words or emojis. As soon as the effect detects a face, a list of words or emojis of a particular 

category will be displayed. Patients can flip through the different words or emojis of a particular category just by blinking. 

They can cycle through different categories by simply closing their LEFT or RIGHT eyes for 1 second. To communicate a 

specific word or emoji, the patient must close both eyes for 1 second. This will display the confirmed word or emoji inside the 

green rectangle at the top and also play a sound. To access a specific function, the patient must close eyes for 1 second.  

 They can confirm their choice by close eyes for 1 second. The patient can return to the home screen at any time by 

close eyes for 3 seconds. 
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Fig. 1. Architecture Diagram of the Effect 

4.1. MODULES 

 User interface module

In this module, we will create a very simple user interface to help ALS patients to navigate through the app easily 

without any difficulties. The User Interface consists of two options to go to words which consist of several words that we use 

in our daily day-to-day life and keyboard where we can type words that are not listed in the words section. 

 UI connecting module

In this section we will, connect the User Interface with the other modules by using patch. By using java script and 

patch we will connect the UI with the other modules so that when the user blinks the eye it will give the desired output based 

on the duration. 

 Audio clip importing module

In this module we will, import the sound that are used while using the application. For example, counting the 

duration that the eyes where closed, ok and back sounds.  

 Testing module

After importing the sounds and everything, we will test the application  by exporting it to the spark AR player and 

check whether there are any problems. If there are any problems it will be fixed. 

5. RESULTS

The Use of Augmented reality in various department is increasing day by day. It is playing a vital role in the 

Medical department also. This Effect will help the ALS patients to communicate with other people easily. 
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The results of the project is given below, this will help us to get a clear idea about the working of this application. 

Fig 2. User Interface of the Effect 

Fig 3. Effect creation in Spark AR Studio 
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Fig 4. Output of the Effect before blinking  Fig 5. Output of the Effect after blinking 

6. CONCLUSION

     As technology improves, Augmented Reality has a lot of  potentials to impact on medical sector. Augmented reality 

might notice its method into the primary care clinic, operating theater, emergency room, and a dental office. Doctors may use 

it, as an example, to plan plastic surgeries and other complicated operations. They additionally could use it to assist guide 

them throughout surgeries of varied types. As this effect helps the ALS patients to communicate with others easily.  On 

conducting 30+ tests with the user we tend to get an enormous information about our idea and a major thanks to improving it. 

The efficiency of image recognition is 88% that wonderful to start with. UI doesn’t have any bugs and is kind of disobedient 

with some buttons. The total user expertise rating is 84% which is quite good. 

Augmented Reality has a vibrant destiny because it guarantees better interplay with actual and digital international 

approaches which has formerly been imaginable. It is a brand new manner of interplay with the User Interface. Augmented 

Reality is yet to mature and has limitless opportunities to explore. 
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